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Intelligence Update – Interpretation of Rochdale
Coronavirus Cases

6th January 2021

Agenda Item 5

Covid-19 Engagement Board

Interpretation of Rochdale Coronavirus cases
The changing picture
November – Dec 2nd Lockdown
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• Cases – R rate fell below 1 brought
cases down from 500+ per 100,000
(much too high) to around 200 per
100,000
• Demographics – Cases fall in all
groups
• Testing – Widespread, positivity rate
high
• Hospitalisations – increasing and
putting strain on system because of
past high cases and slow throughput
• Deaths – Rising from past cases,
weekly deaths 16 then 35, 39, 40

December 2nd - 23rd

• Cases – R rate increases slightly above
1. Cases plateau around 200 per
100,000
• Demographics – cases in all
population groups including older
people and in care homes, some falls
in cases in community older people
• Testing – widespread, positivity rate
high
• Hospitalisations – falling mirroring
the fall in total cases in older people
• Deaths – 25 then 40 then a steep fall
down to 17 and again 17

Interpretation of Rochdale Coronavirus cases
Entering the Christmas Holiday period
Cases reasonably stable seems that the stricter restrictions balanced off the
increase in risk from pre-Christmas mixing. We know lockdowns and strict
restrictions work locally and test, track and trace does not by itself reduce the
whole population rate.
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Cases rise because of human behaviour, mixing inevitably increases cases,
therefore Christmas day must cause an increase. How many new cases depends on
population behaviour and case rate entering the period.
Deaths from past cases now falling from a peak of about forty a week down. Local
pressure at hospitals from Covid-19 much lower than our peak in November.
Entered the Christmas period in a relatively “good” position. Systems can cope with
a short term increase in cases, but bad if rates go above 300 per 100,000 for more
than three weeks.

Interpretation of Rochdale Coronavirus cases
The changing picture latest data
Dec 23rd – Dec 31st
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• Cases – R rate increased above 1 cases went up to 289 per 100,000 for week
25th Dec to 31st Dec. Also testing was lower so will underestimate. Some
evidence new variant not yet a major impact
• Demographics – Cases increased in all groups, no particular stand out group,
interestingly not a big rise in cases in large families
• Testing – Positivity rate high up to 20% in some wards but testing lower than
normal because of holiday period
• Hospitalisations – Currently 185 patients occupying beds and peak in
November was 424. Will increase early January because of rise in cases.
• Deaths – Most recent deaths is 17 Covid-19 deaths, total deaths 63 for week
ending Dec 18th. Lower and reflecting the beginning of the end of the second
wave of cases

Interpretation of Impact of Coronavirus
What next?
Rise in cases unwelcome but not catastrophic. Likely to avoid a very bad third wave
but next two weeks case numbers very important. Great uncertainty because of
human behaviour.
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Lockdowns work and expect initial additional rise in cases, then stabilisation and
reduction. Hospitals likely see a 20% short term increase in admissions for Covid-19
(unless new cases do suddenly increase). Deaths likely to be above Winter average
but not hugely above.
Unknown is the impact of the new variant but known cases are so far lower than
other areas.
Positives making a third wave less bad include:
• A minority but still substantial proportion of the population already had virus
• Lockdowns worked last twice at bringing cases down quickly
• Vaccine rollout

Rochdale Coronavirus
Conclusions
We have reached the end of our second wave of cases that began in late
September. Our hard work and population compliance with rules meant we
entered Christmas in a “good” position. Albeit our case numbers tend to
plateau rather than fall to a minimum.
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Cases inevitably rose because restrictions were lifted but we have probably
avoided a disaster. Next two weeks case data will almost certainly establish
how bad a third wave will be.
Current case rates are high and restrictions are still needed. Lockdown will
almost certainly reduce cases. Should have sufficient hospital capacity but
pressure still there because of Winter and all other health issues
Likely to be the last lockdown and Spring and Summer will come!

